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SUMMARY:

... An issuer of an initial public offering (IPO) faces numerous decisions, of 

which the selection and compensation of "experts"--the legal counsel, the 
auditor, and the investment banker--are among the most important. ... The 
close relation between underwriter compensation and offering size is 
apparent in Table 2, which classifies average expert compensation by 
offering size. ... (A Big 6 auditor [15 points market share] reduces 
percentage underwriter compensation by about 1.5 percent. ... As to other 
expert compensation, note that we multiply residual percentage underwriter 
compensation from the first-step regression by offering size to compute a 
dollar compensation figure (used here and in the subsequent lawyer 
compensation regression). ... The dispersion regressions confirm the 
findings for IPO underpricing: firms with better underwriters and more 
underwriter compensation have more IPO underpricing dispersion; firms 
with better auditors and low-price stocks had lower underpricing dispersion. 
... Therefore, we are confident that the relation between IPO underpricing 
and underwriter compensation has reversed due to differences in the 

economic environment. ... The positive relation between underwriter 
compensation and IPO underpricing (documented in Table 8) is only among 
firms claiming few risk factors. For firms claiming high risks, underwriter 
compensation actually correlates differently (negatively) with IPO 
underpricing across risk groups. ... Without size/scale controls, underwriter 
market share predicts underwriter compensation negatively, reflecting the 



economies of scale in underwriting. ...

ABSTRACT

Issuers of initial public offerings (IPOs) face numerous decisions, of which 
the selection and compensation of experts--the legal counsel, the auditor, 

and the investment banker--are among the most important. Our article 
investigates the role of the entire IPO coalition (including the legal counsel). 
In a comprehensive sample of 823 firm-commitment offerings from 1992 to 
1994, we examine how expert compensation, IPO underpricing, and IPO 
underpricing uncertainty are related to (1) expert quality (we provide in the 
text our directly comparable ranking of the top 50 experts in each category 
in December 1994), (2) legal caution and liability, (3) nonlegal risk signals, 
and (4) one another. The results are contrasted with similar results from the 
1980s.

TEXT:

 [*545]  I. INTRODUCTION

An issuer of an initial public offering (IPO) faces numerous decisions, of 
which the selection and compensation of "experts"--the legal counsel, the 

auditor, and the investment banker--are among the most important. The 
issuer's available trade-offs are likely to be determined not only by 
differences in the functions of the three experts but also by the experts' 
differing legal exposure. These legal differences are in turn specified in the 
provisions of the Securities Act of 1933, which can cause differing 
asymmetric information scenarios. For example, the legal counsel is 
generally not only involved at a later stage in the IPO process than the 
auditor but is also held to lower legal standards. The auditor is fully liable 
for any material omission in the audited financial statements of the 
registration statement, while law firms are typically exempt from Section 11 
liability. As such, the prevalent uncertainty may be different: the issuer may 
have to be more concerned with the quality of the legal advice than vice 
versa, while the auditor may have to be more concerned with the quality of 
the issuer than vice versa.

One focus of our analysis is the empirically observable riskiness of the 
 [*546]  issue. Issuers and experts (and primarily the auditor and 
underwriter) can reduce their exposure to legal liability under the Securities 
Act of 1933 by indicating more risk factors in the prospectus. Of course, by 
shifting risk to investors, the marketability of the issue is reduced, and the 
issue price should be lowered. Having lasted for over 60 years, this 



mechanism may soon change: on June 14, 1995, the Wall Street Journal

(sec. C1) reported that pending eleventh-hour changes to bills in the House 
and Senate will provide sweeping protection to publicly traded companies 
and their underwriters that conduct initial public offerings (and a safe 
harbor to prospectuses prepared to describe them). Specifically, if 
misstatements in the prospectus are found, IPO participants will no longer 
be liable for unrelated losses (for example, those caused by market 
movements), and courts will be advised only to consider suits by the 

investors with the biggest financial interests, and to look harder at frivolous 
lawsuits by class-action lawyers.

In addition to caution in the prospectus, there are also alternative 
mechanisms to signal risk. For example, Leland and Pyle n1 suggest that 
inside retention is an important signal, and Brennan and Hughes n2 suggest 
that a lower nominal price increases post-IPO trading commissions, which in 
turn attracts the attention of analysts. Thus, a high-risk issuer can signal 
quality by choosing a low offering price.

The IPO issuer has to consider not only the cost/quality trade-off in 
choosing and compensating each expert but also if one high-quality expert 
complements with or substitutes for another high-quality expert. The 
existing research on the role of the quality of the investment banker and the 
auditor (discussed later) has largely concentrated only on one participant, 

so far either the underwriter or the auditor, ignoring any effects that one 
expert may have on the other and any third variable influences that may 
effect these experts differently. Generally, these papers have concluded that 
the issuer's choice of one expert's reputation/quality is inversely related to 
short-run IPO underpricing n3 and positively related to own expert 
compensation. n4 Our article (1) describes the compensation of legal 
advisers in a comprehensive  [*547]  publicly available cross section--this is 
possible because the Securities Act of 1933 requires all experts to disclose 
their compensation, no matter how high or low n5 , n6 --and (2) it 
examines the issues involved in compensating the entire coalition of experts 
(underwriter, auditor, and lawyer) and first-day investors in one 
comprehensive piece.

Because we compare multiple experts in one paper, it was important to 
create a quality measure that is comparable across experts. Our measure of 

expert quality is based on time-weighted moving-window dollar market 
participation. (To provide future studies with such a comparable rating, 
Table 3 below lists the top 50 experts each as of December 1994.) In 
addition, unlike earlier studies that have used data from the late 1970s and 
1980s, our study examines offerings from the 1990s. We find that at least 
two key results from earlier literature have reversed since then: issues 



underwritten by low-quality underwriters and low-priced stocks are no 
longer more underpriced.

Because the questions analyzed pertain to the role of three experts and 
first-day investors, and their influence on (and by) a number of relevant IPO 
factors (ex ante risk, IPO underpricing, and IPO underpricing uncertainty), 
this article provides a substantial number of empirical findings. The most 
prominent findings are detailed and summarized in the conclusion, Section 

V. Section II explains the legal background under which experts advising 
IPO issuers operate. Section III lists the variables used in this article and 
provides descriptive statistics. Section IV presents our regressions 
predicting expert compensation and IPO underpricing and discusses our 
findings within the context of contemporary economic theories.

II. BACKGROUND

Section IIA describes the functions of the underwriter, auditor, and law firm 
in an IPO. Section IIB discusses the influences of the Securities Act of 1933 
on the compensation of the IPO coalition. Section IIC describes  [*548]
sources of risk and risk signals and relevant past theoretical and empirical 
work. Section IID argues for caution in interpreting cross-sectional evidence 
too strongly in favor of underlying theories, highlighting a potentially 
important omitted variables problem.

A. Underwriter, Auditor, and Law Firm Functions in the IPO Coalition

Members of the IPO coalition prepare and disseminate information in the 
registration statement to potential investors in an IPO. The registration 
statement has both a formal and informal function. Formally, the 
registration statement is designed to disclose all information necessary for a 
reasonable investor to make an investment decision. n7 Informally, the 
registration statement is employed as a promotional document in the selling 
phase of the IPO. In producing the necessary documentation and marketing 
of the IPO, the underwriter, auditor, and law firm perform the following 
three separate functions:

1. The auditor performs an audit of the issuer's records and provides an 
auditor's opinion (required by the Securities and Exchange Commission 

[SEC] Regulation S-X) in the registration statement. n8 Because an auditor 
must observe inventory and confirm accounts receivable to form an 
auditor's opinion, the auditor is typically the first expert hired, often as early 
as 3 years before the public offering. n9 , n10 Also, the auditor typically 
provides a "comfort letter" to the underwriter to provide assurances of the 
auditor's examination of the client's financial records. This private 



communication will generally refer to compliance with the applicable 
accounting requirements under the Securities Act of 1933 and is the result 
of evaluation and observation of evidence (in other words, inspection of 
inventories and verification of accounts receivable). n11

2. The legal counsel advises the IPO issuer concerning disclosures required 
 [*549]  in the narrative sections of the registration statement based on 
Regulation S-K. n12 These disclosures must include the management 

discussion and analysis, uses of proceeds, and risk factors sections of the 
registration statement. n13 Because these disclosures and the creation of 
the registration statement are only required for the public offering, the legal 
counsel typically becomes involved at a much later stage than the auditor.

3. Underwriters advise their clients on timing and pricing decisions and 
ultimately distribute the shares via a syndicate of underwriters to the 
general public. Syndication through diverse client contacts and "road shows" 
permit the underwriter to gather additional outside information, possibly not 
only about the demand for shares but also about the firm itself. The 
underwriter, like the legal counsel, is not as deeply involved with the issuer 
as the auditor--at least until the issuer decides to seek an infusion of equity 
capital. Unlike the auditors and lawyers, who are responsible only for 
narrative and financial statement elements of the registration statement, 
the underwriter organizes and performs the selling function. Interestingly, 

although issuer and underwriter agree on a possible range of offering prices, 
n14 the final offering price is usually negotiated with the firm within 24 
hours of the issue.

Hence, the auditor is typically more actively involved with the IPO client at a 
much earlier stage of the issuer's development than either the law firm or 
underwriters. Furthermore, on March 1, 1993, Business Week reported in a 
story labeled "Why Accountants Are Bowing Out" (of initial public offerings):

Accountants are almost routinely sued when they're involved with an IPO 
that goes sour. n15 . . . Accountants are doubly nervous because of the 
laws on joint and several liability. Those laws say any one defendant may be 
liable for the entire loss sustained by the plaintiff in a court case, even 
though other defendants contributed to the loss. Accountants usually bear a 
small portion of the blame but often have to pony up the biggest slice of the 

damages because they typically have deeper pockets than other 
defendants. Even worse, since the Big Six firms are private partnerships, an 
individual partner is personally liable for all debts and legal judgments 
incurred during his or her stay at a firm.

 [*550]  In November 1992, Ernst and Young agreed to pay the 



government $ 400 million to settle claims that its audits of hundreds of 
thrifts had been inadequate. Recent academic evidence, however, paints a 
different picture. Bunsis and Drake n16 report that suits against auditors for 
services rendered in an IPO have dropped significantly. In 1980-89, in 119 
IPO lawsuits, auditors were attached in 45 cases. In 1990-94, in 92 
lawsuits, auditors were attached in only 7 cases.

B. Legal Liability under the Securities Act of 1933

The Securities Act of 1933 requires that issuers seeking to offer ownership 
shares to the investing public must register those securities with the SEC. 
n17 The IPO coalition members are required by statute to disclose any 
material fact that a "reasonable" investor would consider in deciding 
whether to invest in the IPO. Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933 
mandates that accountants (auditors), underwriters, issuers, persons 
signing the registration statement, and other experts (the IPO coalition) 
preparing any part of the registration statement are jointly and severally 
liable for damages resulting from false or misleading information presented 
in an initial public offering (IPO) registration statement. n18 Joint and 
several liability places the IPO coalition at risk of suffering damages from all 
activities of all participants involved in the preparation of the IPO 
registration statement. Importantly, a judgment of an expert's violation, 
regardless of relative fault, exposes that expert to the entire damage 

award. n19 The imposition of joint and several liability in the law suggests 
that compensations of the IPO experts will be fundamentally related to each 
other.

The Securities Act of 1933 specifies both maximum damages for violations 
of Section 11 that could be awarded and permissible legal defenses for IPO 
coalition members. The maximum assessable damages for Section 11 
violations are the maximum of either (1) the difference between the amount 
paid and the value of the security at the time of the lawsuit, or (2) the 
market value at the time of sale of the security. Defendants in a legal action 
are permitted the defense of "due diligence"; that is, the expert must 
 [*551]  only show that he or she undertook an investigation that would 
allow a reasonable person to conclude that there were no untrue statements 
or material omissions.

Section 11 of the 1933 act lists the individuals subject to this liability as the 
issuer, persons signing the registration statement, directors, partners, 
individuals that "expertised" portions of the registration statement 
(including auditors), and all underwriters. However, the legal counsel for the 
issuer is not held to the same standard as the auditor and underwriter, 
except in rare circumstances when the legal counsel is considered to be an 



expert. n20 For example, legal counsel might be considered to be an expert 
if an expert opinion is offered in the registration statement concerning the 
tax status of a transaction. n21 The difference in the imposition of legal 
liability for different experts suggests that auditors and underwriters are 
more likely to be compensated for the risk of legal liability than the 
company counsel. In the aforementioned Business Week article, Enrique M. 
Tejerina, a partner at KPMG Peat Marwick, states explicitly that potentially 
risky audits in IPOs indeed require ex ante compensation for expected 

future legal costs.

Section 12 of the 1933 act targets the seller of securities (persons soliciting 
investors) who materially omitted facts or conveyed untrue statements in 
oral or written communications. n22 Hence, Section 12 places an additional 
avenue beyond Section 11 for lawsuits against issuers and underwriters. 
Section 12 liability is different from Section 11 liability in that the latter 
requires that sellers have exercised "reasonable investigation" while the 
former requires "reasonable care." Although the law is unclear on this 
distinction, in reality, underwriters are likely held to a similar standard 
under either section. Damages under Section 12 require a refund of the 
purchase price of the securities. Section 12 has been narrowly construed to 
define the seller to include only persons that solicit investors.

In sum, IPO experts are involved at different stages and perform 

fundamentally different tasks in the IPO process. A typical issuer might 
experience an auditor's influence on reported results for up to 3 years prior 
to an IPO. At a later date, company counsel and the underwriter become 
involved  [*552]  in the information production and selling activities. 
Provisions of the Securities Act of 1933 impose legal liability on experts 
involved in the IPO. Unlike the auditor and the underwriter, the company 
counsel is typically not considered to be an expert under the Securities Act 
of 1933. Thus, the IPO environment allows us to examine how the tasks and 
both legal risk (statutory imposed liability) and nonlegal risk influence 
expert compensation and IPO underpricing.

C. Theories of Risk and IPO Expenses

There have been numerous previous attempts to explain IPO underpricing. 
Most of these theories can explain how riskier offerings require more IPO 

underpricing, for example, either to better signal quality, n23 to lower the 
risk of a subsequent lawsuit, n24 to facilitate pre-selling n25 or to 
compensate uninformed investors for a winner's curse. n26 In empirical 
work, Beatty and Ritter n27 use (the reciprocal of) offering size and the 
number of uses of proceeds to measure ex ante risk in a winner's curse 
context. Carter and Manaster n28 extend this risk argument to underwriter 



quality, insider shares, offering size, and firm age, and find that underwriter 
quality performs best, followed by insider selling. n29 And a number of 
papers show that offering price, age, sales revenue, after-market standard 
deviation, and a variety of other variables may be important.

Expert compensation has also received some academic attention. Models of 
expert compensation/selection have been put forward by Titman and 
 [*553]  Trueman n30 and Balvers, McDonald, and Miller. n31 Titman and 

Trueman assume that hiring a high-quality expert can reduce investor 
uncertainty. They show how noise can allow better firms to signal quality by 
hiring a high-quality expert and still provide incentives for experts to 
investigate firm quality. This can lead to the presence and compensation of 
a high-quality expert with a positive influence on the compensation of other 
experts and a negative influence on IPO underpricing. (However, it is an 
empirical matter whether investors perceive additional expert compensation 
as purchasing more investigation or as a "bribe" to accept lower quality.) 
Balvers, McDonald, and Miller extend this literature with a model that allows 
for two signals, underwriter and auditor reputation. They show that IPO 
underpricing is inversely related to both experts' reputations. This suggests 
that expert reputations may be individually and jointly important.

Yet empirical work on the determinants of expert compensation in the 
underwriting business has been sparse. James n32 theorizes that 

underwriters can reap benefits in future repeat business and finds 
empirically that future repeat business is (weakly) negatively related to 
underwriter compensation. Controlling for firm risk--underwriting a 
subsequent poor performer costs the underwriter reputation and perhaps a 
legal battle--James finds that the issue size (logged) is an overwhelming 
determinant of underwriter compensation as a percentage of the offering 
proceeds, followed by the Carter-Manaster rank of the underwriter and the 
reciprocal of the offering price. Barry, Muscarella, and Vetsuypens n33 
similarly find that issue size (logged) is the overwhelming determinant, with 
warrants granted to the underwriter being positively correlated with explicit 
underwriter compensation.

Simunic n34 models auditor fees as the cost of performing an audit plus 
expected losses from legal liability. His results indicate that auditor fees are 
positively related to client size, complexity of client operations, and type of 

audit opinion issued. n35 Beatty n36 confirms these factors in a sample of 
IPO  [*554]  firms. Beatty n37 provides additional evidence that auditor 
compensation is positively related to measures of financial distress, 
bankruptcy, delisting, and lawsuits. Thus, we expect auditor fees to be 
related to client size, IPO underpricing, and potential legal liability. Beatty 
n38 also shows that abnormally large IPO auditor compensation is 



associated with lower IPO underpricing, suggesting that IPO firms signal 
quality by selection and compensation of the auditor. Finally, the 
aforementioned Balvers, McDonald, and Miller n39 also document 
empirically evidence of diminishing reductions in underpricing from hiring 
both a high quality underwriter and auditor.

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior attempt to explain 
the determinants of law firm compensation; or evidence that examines the 

influence of law firm quality and law firm compensation on IPO riskiness, 
IPO underpricing, and IPO underpricing dispersion; or evidence that 
considers how the presence of all three IPO experts interacts. n40 At the 
very least, our results can be of descriptive help to IPO practitioners 
grappling with the issue of what "comparable" companies are paying for and 
of interest to academics in providing an appropriate benchmark for judging 
the relative importance of the underwriters and auditors compared with law 
firms.

D. Omitted Variables

An important concern in work in this area is an omitted variable: the 
perception of issue quality by experts and investors. The importance of 
holding perception constant can be illustrated with an example. Assume 
that, when a firm indicates more risk factors in its prospectus, the 

underwriter is less likely to be sued and thus demands a lower spread. 
However, if firms that are perceived to be most risky are indicating more 
risk-factors in their prospectuses, these riskier firms might agree to a higher 
underwriter spread. Consequently, the presence of more risk-factors may 
be associated with less underwriter compensation (the direct influence) or 
with more underwriter compensation (the riskier firms). If we could hold the 
perception of firms'  [*555]  riskiness constant, we could eliminate the 
second directional influence. n41 The hypothesis suggests, though, that 
including more risk/size controls would lower the coefficient on the number 
of risk factors.

We address the omitted perception variable problem by checking our results 
with a procedure similar to Granger-Sims causality. n42 We first eliminate 
the influence of some empirically observable (control) variables that experts 
and investors can use to form perceptions: firm sales and its log, firm 

assets and its log, firm age, and the industry and year of the IPO. n43 We 
then run second-stage regressions to predict otherwise unexplained expert 
compensation/IPO underpricing with otherwise unexplained expert quality 
and risk proxies. This procedure is illustrated in the Appendix B. Table 11, 
discussed below, checks how the results from this procedure differ from 
simple regressions where the raw variables without controls are used.



We are explicitly trying to exclude ex ante perception--itself a "murky" 
concept--as best we can, because we are interested mostly in how our risk 
proxies and expert qualities influence perception, expert compensation, and 
IPO underpricing net of size/age and ex ante perception. But perceptions 
develop over time, and listed risks can themselves influence the perception 
of firm quality in the market. In other words, even if indicating more 
riskfactors insulates the underwriter from liability, the underwriter may 

assess the client to be riskier (and therefore ask for more compensation) if 
the client wants to indicate more risk factors.

We offer three different ways to assess our results. First, because 
perceptions develop over time and because they are so difficult to measure, 
we remain agnostic and simply report how our empirical evidence can be 
interpreted in light of different assumptions of how the issue quality is 
perceived. Second, although each of the three experts and investors are 
different (and discussed above), some conclusions can be drawn from 
considering the effect of each independent variable in the three different 
expert compensation and the IPO underpricing regressions. And third, we 
discuss in Section IV below how inclusion/omission of 
size/scale/year/industry controls alters the risk and quality coefficients. If 
perception must be held constant to reverse an effect, we would expect to 
see certain directional changes in coefficients when more controls are 

added. For example, returning  [*556]  to the above risk example, if the 
coefficient on the number of risk factors in predicting underwriter 
compensation is more positive without size/risk adjustment than with 
size/risk adjustment, then this favors one version of the risk hypothesis: 
holding size/risk constant, listing more risk factors in the prospectus 
reduces underwriter compensation, although in the overall regression, the 
number of risk factors proxies for firm risk, increasing underwriter 
compensation.

III. THE DATA

A. Time Period

The first draft of this article examined 952 firm-commitment and best-
efforts IPOs from 1981 to 1984 (which is used in many other studies). This 

article uses a more recent sample of 960 firm-commitment n44 IPOs from 
January 1992 through December 1994 and introduces sharper variable 
definitions. Because lack of data availability prevents us from running the 
exact same regressions in the two time periods, and because our first 
sample included many best-efforts offerings, we report only the latter 
sample results and note in the text how our earlier results suggest 



differences in the economic environments between the two decades. n45

Much of the data in this article were provided by Securities Data Corp. 
(SDC). Price data on American Depository Receipts (ADRs) and unit-
offerings were deemed unreliable, and thus such offerings were excluded. 
Similarly, closed-end funds were excluded; their large size (and low 
technological risk in an efficient market) distorts any IPO measures based 
on market share. Firm age was collected from Standard and Poor's 

Corporate Descriptions File (Lexis). The number of uses and number of risks 
in the prospectus were collected from Disclosure's Compact D New Issues 
File. The 960 firms represent all IPOs from the 1992-94 sample period with 
sufficient data in our sources. Table 1 describes our issuers and their 
offerings. All nominal variables (except 1/op, the reciprocal of the offer 
price) were deflated to 1990s levels, using the consumer price index.

 [*557] B. Control Variables

Panel D of Table 1 shows that, on average, the IPO issue size (itself highly 
endogenous, and thus classified separately) was about 45 million dollars ($ 
23 million median) in 1990 dollars. On average, firms were 12.7 years (7 
years median) old, had sales of about 140 million dollars ($ 37 million 
median) and assets of about 200 million dollars ($ 27 million median). 
There were some startups (with close to zero assets and sales) among our 

firms, but less than 75 (300) of our firms were younger than 1 (5) year(s) 
old. There appears to be no unusual concentration (for an IPO sample) in 
our industry groupings or offering years.

C. Issuer Expenses

Panel A of Table 1 describes the expenses incurred by the issuers. Average 
underwriter fees were about 2.8 million dollars (1.6 million dollar median). 
A data inspection (not in the table) reveals that about 600 underwriters 
received 7 percent of the offering in spread plus underwriter expenses. n46 
(Although underwriters can receive additional compensation in the form of 
warrants, we did not have data thereto. Thus, we added only underwriter 
spread and direct underwriter expenses.) Consequently, although offering 
size itself is endogenous, estimating underwriter compensation in anything 
but a percentage of the offering does not make sense.

The close relation between underwriter compensation and offering size is 
apparent in Table 2, which classifies average expert compensation by 
offering size. Unlike underwriter compensation, auditor and law firm 
compensation are not "determined" by (only increasing with) the offering 
size. (Note 64 and Table 4 below show that much of this correlation for 



auditors and law firms can be explained by firm size alone [which is known 
before the offering, unlike offering size].) The mean auditor compensation 
was 169 thousand dollars (median $ 129.1 thousand), and the mean law 
firm compensation was a larger 255 thousand dollars (median $ 202.2 
thousand). Finally, IPO underpricing has a mean of 11.7 percent (median 
9.8 percent), in line with evidence reported in numerous studies from earlier 
time periods, and the average value of absolute IPO underpricing, from a 
subsequent  [*558]   [*559]   [*560]   [*561]  regression and discussed in 

detail in Section IVD2, is about 4.7 percent (median 0 percent).

TABLE 1

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS







TABLE 2

AVERAGE EXPERT COMPENSATION BY OFFERING SIZE





D. Expert Quality

In this article, we gave special attention to producing measures of expert 
quality that are comparable across underwriters, auditors, and law firms. 
n47 We first downloaded all SDC offerings from 1970 to 1994. (Securities 
Data Corp. has law firm and auditor information only after 1985.) We then 

computed for each month a ranking based on each expert's market share 3 
months before each IPO used in our sample. To smooth historical volume in 
a parsimonious fashion, we computed a weight for each offering that 
declines exponentially with time:

[See formula in printed version]

where t is a monthly time index, and S[i, t] is the sum of all offering sizes 
conducted by the expert i in month t. Offerings 1 year old received half as 
much weight as contemporaneous offerings (6-month-lagged offerings 
received 70 percent as much weight, 6-year-old offerings received 1.6 
percent as much weight). The expert's share S[i, T] in month T is then 
computed by adding up all experts and computing which percentage W[i, T]

represents

S[i,T] = (W[i.T]/[SIGMA][i)W[i,T]) x 100.

Table 3 identifies the fifty largest experts by their smoothed market shares, 
based on all SDC offerings at the end of 1994. The last four columns 
provide September 1991 ratings (ratings used in our study are based on 
market share 3 months prior to each specific offering), which are the expert 
quality measure we would assign to an offering in January 1992 (when our 
sample  [*562]   [*563]   [*564]   [*565]   [*566]   [*567]  begins). The 
"All Eq" columns report equivalent expert rankings in the overall equity 
offering market. As the high correlations (by visual inspection of Table 3) 
suggest, for the most part, when we later used those rankings instead of 
the IPO market-share rankings, our regression coefficients changed very 
little. n48

TABLE 3

IDENTITY AND MARKET SHARE OF TOP 50 EXPERTS IN DECEMBER 1994

























In panel A, the "bulge-bracket" underwriters Goldman-Sachs and Merrill 
Lynch hold the top spots in December 1994. From the end of 1991, Merrill 

gained substantial ground, however, passing by Salomon (hurt by the 
treasury scandal). The only notable major drop from the 1991 rankings is 
Drexel-Burnham-Lambert, which also was hurt by a criminal investigation. 
Initial public offering specialists such as Hambrecht and Oppenheimer (high-
technology firms) and Oppenheimer (funds and high technology issues) 
rank around 20. In panel B, the Big 6 accounting firms place first, with Ernst 
and Young and Arthur Anderson taking top spots. Behind the Big 6 are such 
known experts as Leventhal and Grant-Thornton, but neither commands 
much of a share of the market. Subsequent auditors are basically occasional 
participants. Indeed, it is noteworthy that some IPO prospectuses and SDC 
do not identify the auditor (instead calling them "INDIVIDUAL" or "OTHER"). 
In such circumstances, we assigned a quality (market-share) rating of zero.

Because the rankings computed for underwriters and auditors are intuitively 
appealing, we conjecture that our relatively objective measure is likely to 

also provide reasonable results for our ranking of law firms. We find in panel 
C that Skadden-Arps takes the top spot in 1994, up from a second rank to 
Shearman in the IPO market in September 1991. At about half the market 
share of Skadden-Arps, there are Latham-Watkins, Wilkie-Farr, Vinson-
Elkins, and Mayer-Brown, followed by a large number of law firms with 



similar market share. As with auditors, a good number of experts are not 
identified (described in the IPO prospectus as "General Counsel"), which is 
the route adopted by a full 8 percent of all equity offerings. (Again, such 
IPOs receive a quality rank of zero in subsequent regressions.)

One interesting observation is how different the market depth among 
experts is. After the Big 6 and perhaps Leventhal, there is no depth in the 
market for auditors. The tenth largest underwriter and law firm still 

command a 3 percent and 2 percent market share, respectively, while the 
tenthlargest auditor commands a modest 0.17 percent. But the legal market 
in general is flatter, with Skadden-Arps commanding only about two times 
the  [*568]  share of the tenth largest law firm, whereas the top 
underwriters command three to four times the share of the tenth largest 
underwriter. The table also indicates (1) how IPO market share differs from 
general market share, and (2) how these market shares changed by the end 
of our sample period.

Among both underwriters and auditors, there is practically no difference 
between IPO and general equity market experts, especially among the top 
ten experts. Among law firms, Fried-Frank, Pillsbury, and Shearman have a 
higher IPO rank, but this reflects more the lack of strong overall equity 
advisers than an unusually high IPO rank. Similarly, Kirkland-Ellis and 
Simpson-Thacher have an unusually low 1994 IPO rank relative to their 

general equity underwriting participation. As to time changes, Donaldson-
Lufkin-Jenrette and Morgan-Stanley improved their relative positions, while 
Salomon and First Boston (and, of course, Drexel) declined. n49

If we return to Table 1, panel B shows that, in our IPO firms with complete 
data, on which subsequent analysis is performed, the mean under-writer 
quality (based on market share) in our sample is above 3.4 (median 1.4), 
the mean auditor quality is 15.2 (median 15.7), and the mean law firm 
quality is around 0.6 (median 0.2). That is, only a few IPOs had important 
law firm representation, many IPOs had name-brand underwriters, but most 
IPOs employed a Big 6 accounting firm. Indeed, only 93 firms employed a 
non Big 6 auditor, about 20 of which each chose BDO-Seidman, and about 
10 each chose Grant-Thornton or Richard Eisner. This stands in contrast to 
our earlier 1980s sample, where 30 percent of our issuers did not employ a 
Big 6 auditor. This is for two reasons: first, our earlier sample included 150 

best-effort offerings, most of which did not have Big 6 auditors, and second, 
among firm-commitment offerings, the percentage of firms that were 
represented by non Big 6 auditors dropped from about 15 percent to below 
10 percent. (The audit market has become more concentrated since the 
1980s.) Consequently, auditor quality as an independent variable is likely to 
be influenced by a couple of influential data points.



E. Risk Characteristics

Panel C of Table 1 describes our risk proxies, which fall into three groups:

 [*569]  1. Legal Characteristics. A central issue examined in our article is 
the role of the IPO prospectus. We are especially interested in measuring 
the caution in the registration statement: the number of risk factors 

described in the prospectus. Because Section 11 of the Securities Act of 
1933 imposes legal liability on members of the IPO coalition for 
misrepresentation in the registration statement, an increase in the quantity 
of potentially adverse disclosures (proxied by the number of risks and uses 
of proceeds) in the registration statement reduces the likelihood of a 
successful class-action lawsuit. Thus, when the issuer indicates many risk 
factors in the prospectus, his and his experts' liability exposure under the 
Securities Act of 1933 may be reduced. Consequently, holding ex ante 

perception of risk constant, firms citing more risk factors can reduce expert 

compensation.

The cost of this liability reduction is a loss of issue desirability, for both IPO 
offer price and after-market valuation. Yet, as suggested by Beatty and 
Ritter, n50 legal caution is likely to be positively related to the dispersion of 
investor beliefs. Consequently, firms citing more risk factors must increase 

IPO underpricing.

This implication holds both conditionally (on perception) and unconditionally 
because investors have less ability to subsequently sue when there are 
more risk factors. n51

Although less sharp, similar logic applies to the number of uses of proceeds 
in the IPO prospectus (used in Beatty and Ritter n52 as a risk proxy). A firm 
that lists numerous possible uses of proceeds exposes outsiders to 
additional risks but implicitly purchases flexibility and insurance against 
legal liability if future plans change. n53 In our sample, the average firm 
cites 14.2 (median 14) risk factors (up from 9-10 in 1982-84) and 3.1 
(median 3) uses of proceeds. In logs, this translates into 2.7 and 1.3 mean 
risks and uses, respectively. Interestingly enough, some firms indicate no 
risks or uses, whereas other firms list as many as 33 possible risks and 10 

possible uses of proceeds.

2. Insider Retention. Leland and Pyle n54 derive a model in which insider 
 [*570]  retention can signal (otherwise unobservable) issue quality. n55 
Grinblatt and Hwang n56 further point out that insider retention and IPO 
underpricing together can signal two multivariate firm characteristics, mean 



and variance. In their model, holding risk constant, more inside retention 
requires more IPO underpricing: n57 holding the ex ante perception of risk 

constant, more insider retention could increase IPO underpricing.

The same directional effect could be predicted if riskier firms needed to both 
retain more inside ownership and pay their experts more: firms in which 

insiders retain more shares may also have to pay more expert 

compensation (and IPO underpricing).

In the latter hypothesis, however, if we properly adjusted for ex ante 
perception, we could generate the opposite implication. A firm in which 
insiders retain more interest is likely to be of higher quality and less risky--
indeed, some experts and investors may revise down their perceptions of a 
firm because it sells more shares. Beatty and Ritter, n58 for example, argue 
that variables positively associated with the dispersion of beliefs about 
after-market values induce higher IPO underpricing. Thus, low inside 
retention could increase the dispersion of beliefs ("riskiness") and induce 
the opposite relations: holding the ex ante perception of risk constant, more 

insider retention could lower IPO underpricing.

This prediction can also be constructed from an assumption that demand 
curves are downward-sloping (relative to firm and offer size). When a larger 
fraction of the firm is sold and if a onetime placement of the entire float is 

difficult, we could expect firms that sell more shares to offer more IPO 
underpricing to expand the demand for shares. As to expert compensation, 
the intuitive implication is that, when insiders remain more involved in their 
firms, risk to experts is lower. Consequently, we would expect that, holding

the ex ante perception of risk constant, more insider retention could lower 

expert compensation.

Panel C of Table 1 shows that insiders retain 42 percent of their firms on 
average post-IPO (median 43.4 percent). The range varies from practically 
zero to 88 percent. It is important to note that inside retention is missing in 
137 offerings with otherwise complete data.

 [*571]  3. Offer Price. Our final risk proxy is the reciprocal of the nominal 
offering price. n59 Brennan and Hughes n60 argue that the nominal offer 
price has an economic effect because lower share prices increase relative 

brokerage commissions. In their view, this increases the incentives for 
analysts to follow such stocks in more detail. Thus, some high-risk firms can 
attract analysts by signaling their quality with a low offer price--but at a 
cost to investors who then face more transaction costs: holding ex ante 

perception of risk constant, firms pricing lower can signal quality by 

attracting more subsequent outside scrutiny. Consequently firms with low 



offer price (high 1/op) can require less IPO underpricing and less expert 

compensation.

Yet, if a low offering price disproportionately benefits riskier firms, investors 
might revise their perception of the firm's intrinsic riskiness, resulting in the 
opposite implication: IPOs priced lower (by riskier firms, who wish to signal 

quality by increasing investor transaction costs to attract more analysts) are 

associated with more IPO underpricing.

It is mostly the underwriter himself who later provides analysts coverage 
and market making. Lower pricing translates directly into a wealth transfer 
from investors/owners to the underwriter (in subsequent commissions).

We adopt the functional form (the reciprocal) of the nominal offer price that 
has been used in other studies. n61 With offer prices ranging from $ 3 to $ 
64 per share (mean of $ 11.60, median of $ 11.50), the mean of reciprocal 
price is 0.1. Consisting of firm-commitment offerings only, however, our 
sample does not contain the penny stocks for which the reciprocal of the 
offering price (1/op) has screened effectively in the past. n62 Moreover, 
there is reason to believe that the role of the offering price could have 
changed from our earlier 1970s and 1980s sample period. As of January 1, 
1990, the SEC adopted Rule 15c-2-6, which prohibits sales of low-priced 
stocks (less than $ 5) by broker-dealers without obtaining sufficient 

information from the purchaser to make an appropriate suitability 
determination. n63 Further, Congress passed the Securities Enforcement 
Remedies and Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 requiring broker-dealers to 
provide trade and market information  [*572]  to purchasers prior to a 
transaction in a penny stock. n64 These regulatory interventions suggest 
that offering price conveyed information, if only of fraud, to more 
sophisticated investors, concerning IPO firm risk before the 1990s. Figure 1 
plots the percentage of offerings with prices below $ 1 and $ 5 for each 
month (when there are fewer than 50 offerings, all offerings are counted 
into the next month). It is immediately apparent that offer prices below $ 1 
practically disappeared in mid-1989 and that offer prices below $ 5, very 
common in the early eighties and used in earlier IPO studies, are now fairly 
rare.

The above list of risk proxies is in order of decreasing legal liability. Holding 

ex ante riskiness constant, omission of risk factors or proceeds uses in the 
prospectus is likely to result in more litigation, low retention by insiders may 
result in more litigation, and a nominal price signal is likely to be ex-post 
legally unenforceable.

F. Controlling for Size/Scale/Perception with a Two-Step Regression 



Procedure

As already noted, it is quite possible that both regressors and regressand 
are determined by such factors as firm size, industry, or offering year. To 
account for variation caused by firm type, we run first-step regressions on 
all dependent and independent variables, using as regressors (1) sales and 
log(sales), (2) assets and log(assets), and (3) industry and year dummies. 
(We subsequently repeated our analysis also including offering size and its 

log in our first-stage regressions [now used as controls in our second step], 
and found little difference.) Because these explanatory variables are 
somewhat multicollinear and (close to) unalterable characteristics of the 
firms (in which we have little interest per se), we do not report the 
coefficients but instead only hint at the relations for sales, assets, and age.

Table 4 presents statistics on the transformed variables. A high reduction in 
variance means that given firm characteristics are strong determinants of a 
variable. Although R<2>s are not directly comparable, the reported 
variance reductions indicate that underwriter compensation as a percentage 
of the offering size is highly predictable n65 --even more so than the raw 
auditor and  [*573]   [*574]   [*575]  law firm compensation--as is the 
offering size. Surprisingly, ex ante firm characteristics are major 
determinants also of the chosen offer price, suggesting only a limited role 
for the reciprocal of offering price (1/op) as an independent risk proxy. In 

other words, 1/op may have functioned as a risk proxy in earlier work 
because it correlated with firm scale (possibly in a nonlinear fashion); once 
accounted for, this correlation may be different.

TABLE 4

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON SIZE/SCALE/YEAR/INDUSTRY ADJUSTED 
VARIABLE







The final three columns in the table provide a description of the role of six 
of our ex ante variables (sales, assets, age, and their logs). A minus 
denotes negative significance, a plus denotes positive significance, a zero 
denotes no significance, and a question mark indicates a nonlinear relation 
(positive significance on the raw variable and negative significance on its 
logged form, or vice versa). Most reported correlations are as expected. 

Percentage underwriter compensation displays some economies of scale 
(larger firms pay relatively less per share, indicating a fixed cost component 
to place the issue). Auditor compensation correlates positively with assets 
(but not sales) and slightly negatively with the log of age. Law firm 
compensation correlates very positively with assets and log(assets), 
positively with sales, and nonlinearly with age. Initial public offering 
underpricing relates somewhat negatively to log(assets), and year and 
industry factors appear to play a role, but in general investor compensation 
is fairly independent of our first-step variables.

The fact that some first-step regressions are successful indicates that 
control for firm characteristics might be important, especially explaining 
expert compensation. (Section IVG below discusses how omitting scale 
controls changes some independent variable estimates.) Although not 
reported, after controlling for ex ante controls, none of our dependent 

variables are highly correlated, with one exception (unexpected auditor and 
unexpected lawyer compensation, 53 percent). Correlations exceeding 10 
percent are rare, surprisingly even among such variables as unexpected log 
risks and log uses (8.4 percent). (Similar findings extend to multivariate 
correlations.) Consequently, our regressions do not suffer from 
multicollinearity.

IV. MULTIVARIATE SPECIFICATIONS EXPLAINING EXPERT COMPENSATION 
AND IPO UNDERPRICING

We now examine whether we can explain expert and IPO compensation with 
variables suggested by our analysis of the legal environment and resulting 
economics of the IPO market. Tables 5-7 explain expert fees with our 
prespecified variables, and Table 8 explains investor compensation (IPO 
underpricing). All regression tables follow the same format: we report White 

heteroskedasticity-adjusted t-statistics for ordinary least squares (OLS) 
regression coefficient estimates. All regressions are performed on the 
 [*576]  subsample of firms including inside retention (losing 137 
observations) and include a set of five additional control variables whose 
coefficients are not reported (a constant, the offering size and its log, and 
the residual [from step 1] offering size and its log). The reported enclosed 



independent and dependent variables are all the "whitened" versions, in 
other words, the residuals from the first-step regressions, as described in 
Table 4. The independent variables are grouped into three sets: expert 
quality (our market share measured 3 months prior to the offering), other 
experts' compensation, and risk proxies. n66 Good candidates for causes of 
positive correlation among expert compensation are omitted ex ante 
perception, omitted bargaining skills, omitted workload measures, or 
omitted outside sources of alternative capital, all available to one firm and 

influencing the compensation of all experts. Good candidates for negative 
correlations are the ability of one expert to substitute for another expert or 
help the firm negotiate lower compensation for another expert.  

To examine whether the relations differ across (or are driven by) firm type, 
we derive the first factor (principal component) from log(age), log(sales), 
and log(assets). The respective factor loadings are 0.45, 0.94, and 0.92. 
Four hundred ninety-eight firms with negative factor realizations are named 
"young, small," 497 firms with positive factor realizations are named "old, 
large." The average age and sales in the large firm subset are 18.8 years 
and 260 million dollars (388 firms with insider data), 6.4 years and 15.7 
million dollars in the small firm subset (435 firms with insider data). The 
left-most regression in each table presents regression on the full set of 
observations, the middle regression on the set of young, small firms only, 
and the right-most regression on the set of old, large firms only.

A. The Determinants of Underwriter Compensation

Table 5 examines (of course, residual) underwriter compensation as a 
percentage of the offering size. Underwriters receive a clear quality 
premium. This premium derives from the variation in underwriting across 
firm/risk groups. Both subsample coefficients are much smaller than the 
overall regression coefficients. The positive coefficient suggests that 
underwriters earn a return on their built-up reputation capital and primarily 
do so  [*577]   [*578]  by taking larger, less risky firms public. Overall, 
with the estimated coefficient of about 1.5, a 4.0 point higher market share 
(about 1 SD) suggests about an 0.06 percent higher percentage 
compensation for the underwriters--that is, 1 SD in underwriter quality can 
explain roughly one-fifteenth of the observed 0.83 percent per-share cross-
sectional variation in underwriter compensation. A Goldman Sachs rather 

than a Hambrecht-Quist (15 point difference) can expect to receive a $ 1.5 . 
15 [approximately equal to] 0.2 percent higher percentage fees.

TABLE 5

DETERMINANTS OF PERCENTAGE UNDERWRITER COMPENSATION









The presence of a high-quality auditor may reduce the compensation that 
has to be paid to the underwriters, especially among small firms. (A Big 6 
auditor [15 points market share] reduces percentage underwriter 
compensation by about 1.5 percent.) Presumably, auditors certify (or 
provide quality assurance for) small issuers to their underwriters. In large 
issues, the correlation is insignificant.

The presence of a high-powered law firm also reduces the fees demanded 
by the underwriter. High-quality legal representation either helps provide 
quality assurance to underwriters or helps the issuer negotiate better terms 
with their underwriters, and more so among small, young firms. A Skadden-
Arps relative to a lesser-known law firm (5 points) could lower underwriter 

percentage fees by 0.35 percent. In addition, the -4.2 t-statistic on lawyer 
compensation in the small firm regression shows that paying lawyer 
compensation can be a substitute for paying underwriter compensation per 
share. In terms of economic significance, 1 SD in lawyer compensation ($ 
208 thousand) changes percentage underwriter compensation by about 0.2 
percent.

The coefficient signs hint that riskier offerings and offerings with more 
possible proceed uses have to pay more to their underwriters (the sum is 
statistically significant at conventional levels in the overall regression and 
small firm regressions). The extra insurance against future liability thus 
does not outweigh the increase in risk perceived by the underwriter or the 
extra selling effort required by the underwriter to attract investors to such 
"risky" offerings. Inside retention may play a role in young, small firms. It 
appears that riskier firms (where issuers need to retain more shares) also 
have to pay more to their underwriters. Low-priced offerings (high 1/op) 
pay more to their underwriters, indicating that such issuers pay their 
underwriters a risk premium or fee for extra services rendered (such as 
extraanalyst coverage). It also suggests that paying the underwriter at the 
offering and after the offering (in extra commissions) are substitutes. 
Without offering size controls, the 1/op significance increases further--larger 
offerings tend to price higher.

Our (unreported) evidence from the 1980 period confirms most of the 
relations in the 1990s. Although insignificant in our earlier paper, the 



underwriter  [*579]  quality coefficient was positive, and the auditor quality 
coefficient was negative. The caution in the prospectus was also significantly 
positive, although it formerly had statistically positive significance also 
among the smaller issues. In contrast to the 1990s, underwriters in the 
1980s who chose lower nominal pricing received more compensation only

among large firms, albeit with lower significance. The only outright 
coefficient reversal from the 1980s is that the formerly positive correlation 
with lawyer compensation has reversed in our small-firm subsample.

In sum, taking into account both sample periods, underwriter compensation 
seems to reflect an underwriter quality premium; high-quality auditors and 
lawyers can reduce underwriter compensation; and more caution in the 
prospectus (plus a low issue price) increases the necessary underwriter 
compensation.

B. The Determinants of Auditor Compensation

Table 6 examines (residual) auditor compensation. Overall, there are 
economies of scale to auditing. As Table 2 indicated, there is a large fixed-
cost component to auditing and less of a variable cost than there is for 
underwriters. Consequently, estimation as a percentage would have been 
misleading: in the reported overall regression in Table 6, once adjusted for 
firm size, industry, and year, the unreported coefficient on offering size 

comes in with a negative but insignificant coefficient (the relation between 
size and auditor compensation is highly nonlinear, but all four size controls 
have t-statistics below 3).

Although we knew beforehand that the auditor quality measure had only 
limited variation, driven by a few influential non-Big 6 observations, n67 it 
is still remarkable that there is no observed premium for auditor quality in 
the 1990s (unlike a weak positive relation observed in the early 1980s and 
in Beatty). n68 If at all, old firms paid less to better auditors than old firms 
paid to worse auditors! The referee suggested that this may be because 
better auditors generate more repeat business from old firms and may thus 
be able to recoup lower fees later. The -2.0 coefficient among large firms 
might be due to reverse causality: when a Big 6 auditor accumulates 
market share (which we interpret to be quality), it may have been able to 
do so because lower auditing fees were attractive to cash-starved IPO firms. 

(Similarly, in non-IPO settings, for large firms, no significance of auditor 
quality in  [*580]   [*581]  determining auditor fees was observed in 
Palmrose n69 and Simon and Francis). n70 For small firms, the sign is 
positive but not statistically significant at conventional level.

TABLE 6



DETERMINANTS OF AUDITOR COMPENSATION





The presence of other high-quality experts seems similarly irrelevant to the 
amount of auditor compensation. As to other expert compensation, note 
that we multiply residual percentage underwriter compensation from the 

first-step regression by offering size to compute a dollar compensation 
figure (used here and in the subsequent lawyer compensation regression). 
This keeps the units in the dependent variable in line with the units of both 
other expert compensation independent variables. We observe a very high 
positive correlation of auditor compensation with lawyer compensation, 
indicating--as Defeo and Sarath n71 note--that law firm compensation is a 
good measure for omitted workload or other characteristics that are not 
related to legal exposure (as explained above, lawyer compensation is 
unlikely to reflect direct legal liability). Firms with $ 1 more lawyer 
compensation also pay $ 0.42 more auditor compensation. (It should be 
noted that the log of the number of uses of proceeds, discussed below, 
achieves negative significance only after lawyer compensation is included.)

As to our risk proxies, we expected a negative correlation. Listing more 
risks insulates the auditors from liability. We indeed found this negative 
relation between listed risks and auditor compensation in the early eighties. 
Yet, in the 1990s, we find that more caution in the prospectus (risk factors) 



is always associated with more auditor compensation--especially among 
large firms. The positive coefficient suggests that firms with more risk 
factors are more suspicious to the auditor (as they were to the 
underwriters). The listing of these extra risk factors in the prospectus was 
not sufficient to fully insulate the auditor from possible subsequent liability. 
In contrast, the number of (future) possible uses of proceeds is likely 
chosen by the firm, not to shield the auditor from liability, but to provide 
more flexible capital use (if this requires more investigation/work by the 

auditor, we would have expected a positive coefficient). Yet, we find issuers 
with more possible proceed uses to pay less to their auditors.

Inside retention has some effect, but only among large firms and positive. 
In the 1980s, 1/op (now featuring a positive coefficient in the overall 
regression) was significantly negative among small firms.

 [*582]  In sum, the existing IPO data suggest shifts in the determinants of 
auditor compensation in the past decade. We cannot reliably detect if better 
auditors demand more compensation or if better underwriters or better 
lawyers reduce or increase auditor compensation. Effort, as measured by 
lawyer compensation and offering size variables (with t-statistics on log-
offering size of around 25!), are the most reliable predictors of lawyer 
compensation.

C. The Determinants of Law Firm Compensation

Table 7 presents the first regressions in the literature that to our knowledge 
examine IPO lawyer compensation. As in the auditor compensation 
regression (and also not reported), there are significant economies of scale 
(the fixed cost component overwhelms the variable cost component): 
offering scale is related to law firm compensation, but not enough to 
warrant estimating percentage lawyer compensation. n72

There is a strong quality premium for high-quality law firms. n73 A firm that 
uses a Skadden-Arps quality lawyer (5 market-share points) rather than a 
lesser-known law firm would have had to pay an extra 15 . 5 
[approximately] $ 75 thousand. On average, the presence of neither a high-
quality underwriter nor a high-quality auditor changes lawyer compensation.

As in the auditor regression, we find that auditors' and lawyers' 
compensation are strong complements, or at least that they are 
compensated similarly in cross section (by the same issuers). The 0.63 
coefficient indicates that firms which paid $ 1,000 more to their auditors 
also paid $ 630 more to their lawyers.



Given the legal structure, as discussed in Section IIB above, we would 
expect law firms not to be subject to much legal liability. However, 
involvement with a bad or fraudulent offering is likely to be undesirable for 
a law firm, too. We find that law firms are not concerned about listed risk 
factors. (Among small firms, the t-statistic reaches 1.22, though, which is 
still insignificant at conventional levels.) Law firms are, however, paid more 
when the firm indicates more proceed uses.

The regressions further indicate that lawyers are paid less when insiders 
retain more of their offerings. Law firms are thus quite sensitive to Leland-
Pyle-type risks. The offering price variable is insignificant. The positive 
coefficient on 1/op contrasts with our 1980s regressions, in which a strongly 
 [*583]   [*584]  negative offering price reciprocal was one of two 
significant findings (a positive coefficient on auditor compensation was the 
other).

TABLE 7

DETERMINANTS OF LAW FIRM COMPENSATION





In sum, given that lawyers are well insulated from legal liability and given 
that lawyers are reputed to be relegated to a supporting role in the IPO 
only, their compensation is surprisingly closely related to their own quality, 



the compensation of auditors, and the retained insider percentage (but not 
the formal caution in the prospectus).

D. The Determinants of IPO Underpricing and Its Dispersion

1. IPO Underpricing Determinants in the 1990s

Table 8 examines the determinants of residual underpricing, paid to 

subscribers/first-day investors. (Note that high or low pricing does not 
directly map into IPO underpricing--risks and other factors are likely to 
influence both the offering and the first-day after-market price.)

We find that higher-quality underwriters underpriced more, especially 
among smaller firms. Among such small firms, a Merrill or Goldman (about 
15 market-share points) rather than, say, a Hambrecht-Quist, would have 
offered an extra $ 1.6 . 15 [approximately] 25 percent IPO underpricing--
more than the observed 18 percent standard variation in IPO underpricing. 
This finding is discussed in more detail below. As in the 1980s, the presence 
of a high-quality auditor reduces the underpricing required to be paid to 
first-day investors. With a coefficient of about -0.2, a Big 6 auditor (15 
points market share) would lower IPO underpricing by about 3 percent. For 
the most part, the presence of a high-quality lawyer is not an important 
determinant of IPO underpricing.

Although we again include individual expert compensation, these data may 
not be available to first-day investors. Securities Data Corp. often collects 
these data from amendments updating the registration statement, which 
can appear months after the offering. (Beatty n74 examined 30 firms and 
found expert compensation detailed in only six IPO prospectuses.) It is 
plausible that there is reverse causality; that is, IPO underpricing could 
itself influence expert compensation.

As in our earlier 1980s sample, when underwriters receive more funds, they 
also ensure more IPO underpricing to be distributed to their first-day 
investors. Initial public offering underpricing and percentage underwriter 
compensation are complements. Although a positive underpricing relation 
can be found for underwriter compensation, there is no evidence that more 
fees to lawyers or auditors matter positively, which leads us to reject a 

hypothesis  [*585]  that, when auditors receive more compensation, they 
are "bribed" n75 to accept more legal liability (which would induce investors 
to demand more IPO underpricing; see also Section IVE below). Instead, 
high legal fees reduce the need for IPO underpricing--either because they 
provide quality insurance to the underwriters and investors or because they 
help the issuer negotiate aggressively with the underwriters for less IPO 



underpricing (the offer price is negotiated on the day of the offering; 
underwriters gain indirectly from IPO underpricing, not only by requiring 
less selling effort, but also by being able to allocate underpriced shares to 
their favorite clients). A 1 SD higher lawyer pay (about $ 200 thousand) can 
reduce predicted percentage IPO underpricing by $ 3.6 percent . 200 
[approximately] 7 percent for small firms, 2 percent for the average firm.

Firms with more risk factors in the prospectus offered more IPO 

underpricing. (The sign of the number of uses measure is positive, too, but 
insignificant. The log uses of proceeds was one of two risk proxies used in 
Beatty and Ritter, n76 who documented a strongly positive relation [t > 3] 
and interpreted this as evidence that risk is priced ex ante.) Having 0.3 
higher log risks (the cross-sectional standard deviation) increases IPO 
underpricing by about 1.5 percent (assuming a coefficient of about 5). This 
implies that firms in which investors have been given adverse information in 
the prospectus that would reduce their chances of prevailing in a 
subsequent lawsuit are indeed riskier for first-day investors. In our earlier 
1980s sample, the coefficient on log-risks was significant (and positive) only 
among large offerings. Low-priced offerings underpriced significantly less 
(also to be discussed below). For investors, a low price is of course a 
double-edged sword: on one hand, it may signal more analyst coverage 
(good); on the other hand, it increases their transaction costs (bad).

2. Initial Price Offering Underpricing Dispersion Determinants in the 1990s

Theories of IPO underpricing predict that risk proxies increase average IPO 
underpricing because risk proxies increase the uncertainty of investors 
(firms). For example, the winner's curse and cascades arguments rely on 
uncertainty about the first-day return, which is hypothesized to correlate 
with the average underpricing these models predict. n77 Such theories have 
a more direct prediction on the dispersion of residual IPO underpricing.
 [*586]   [*587]   [*588]  Proxies that purport to measure ex ante 
uncertainty of the investor about the first-day return should correlate 
positively with the variance of ex-post observed underpricing realizations. In 
panel B, the regressions from the previous panel are duplicated with the 
dependent variables replaced by the absolute values of the residuals from 
the same underpricing regressions. The dispersion regressions confirm the 
findings for IPO underpricing: firms with better underwriters and more 

underwriter compensation have more IPO underpricing dispersion; firms 
with better auditors and low-price stocks had lower underpricing dispersion. 
The coefficient on risk factors just drops below significance but remains 
positive.

TABLE 8



DETERMINANTS OF IPO UNDERPRICING AND ABSOLUTE IPO 
UNDERPRICING DISPERSION









3. Initial Price Offering Underpricing in the 1980s and Interpretation of Our 
Underpricing Findings

We found two of the reported IPO underpricing coefficients to be surprising. 
In the 1980s, we had found that by far the most important determinant of 
IPO underpricing was the presence of high-quality underwriters, who 
underpriced less. But in the 1992-94 time period, we now find that higher-
quality underwriters (especially among large firms) and higher nominalprice 
issuers (especially among small firms) underpriced more. Further, the 
negative relation between initial return and 1/op also runs opposite to that 
which we and other researchers reported in the 1980s. This evidence on IPO 
underpricing is different from the following key findings of two important 

earlier articles, which relied on 1970s and 1980s data:

Tinic n78 reports a strong positive relation between 1/op and underpricing 



and a strong negative relation between underwriter quality and 
underpricing. He interprets this as evidence that underwriters insure 
themselves with IPO underpricing against legal liability. n79 In our sample 
period, and controlling for firm size, both relations are reversed and 
statistically significant.

Carter and Manaster n80 describe a positive relation between IPO 
underpricing and their IPO expert quality measure. They interpret this to 

imply a meaningful role of the underwriter in signaling IPO risk. Again, this 
relation reverses in our sample period.

To check if our reported coefficients on 1/op and underwriter quality are due 
to our new definition of underwriter market share or due to our better 
 [*589]  size controls, we ran a simple one-step regression on the 1980-85 
SDC data with similar but raw (that is, not stage 2) variables:

our sample:

IPO return = 10.87 -.000 1/op +0.002 underwriter market share + noise t-
statistic   6.82-0.00   1.43

and

1980-85:

IPO return = 10.70 +6.198 1/op -0.3175 underwriter market share + noise 
t-statistic   12.70 11.90   -2.37

The underwriter quality correlation thus reverses from the earlier time 
period, regardless of different variable definitions. Therefore, we are 
confident that the relation between IPO underpricing and underwriter 
compensation has reversed due to differences in the economic environment. 
The offering price reciprocal (1/op) is reversed from that reported in earlier 
studies, not only because of environmental change (perhaps because of the 
aforementioned Penny Stock Reform Act), but also because of our different 
offering size controls.

Of course, we could conclude that high-quality underwriters insure 

themselves (their capital) by underpricing relatively more, but this would 
interpret Tinic n81 and Hughes and Thakor n82 to be confirmed either by a 
negative sign (as run and reported in Tinic) or by a positive (1990s) 
correlation. Similarly, it is difficult to interpret the sometimes positive 
relation between 1/op and IPO underpricing in the 1990s or the negative 
relation in the 1980s to indicate that after-market investors in firms with 



high offering price receive a compensation premium. One would not want to 
accept either a positive or a negative relation between 1/op and IPO 
underpricing as confirming Brennan and Hughes. n83 We do not know "what 
it takes" to control properly for ex ante perceptions to allow a credible ex 
ante test to accept or reject this theory.

 [*590] E. Does the Market Perceive Expert "Bribes"?

An interesting question concerns the market's reaction to unusual 
combinations of legal insurance and expert compensation. Specifically, it is 
interesting to ask if firms which pay experts unusually large compensation 
and indicate unusually few risk factors are perceived by the market as 
particularly risky, requiring more IPO underpricing.

Table 9 describes the IPO underpricing, both the residuals from the first-
step and the residuals from the full regression detailed in the table. The row 
is classified by a simple factor (really a simple sum) derived from log(1 + 
risks) and log(1 + uses). The column is classified by the expert 
compensation. The joint hypothesis that experts can be "bribed" and that 
the market perceives such offerings to be risky predicts a positive number 
in the upper-right corner.

There is some evidence supporting this hypothesis for underwriters. The 

positive relation between underwriter compensation and IPO underpricing 
(documented in Table 8) is only among firms claiming few risk factors. For 
firms claiming high risks, underwriter compensation actually correlates 
differently (negatively) with IPO underpricing across risk groups. Thus, the 
evidence suggests that suspicious first-day investors demand more 

compensation for offerings with the combination of few indicated risks and 

high underwriter compensation. There appears to be no systematic cross 
relation between auditor or lawyer compensation and legal risk in 
influencing IPO underpricing.

F. The Determinants of Legal Caution

Our final question about IPO behavior concerns the role of the number of 
risk factors in the prospectus. Although we have already used this variable 
to predict expert compensation and IPO underpricing, the question remains 

if higher-quality experts help to reduce the required number of risk factors 
or demand more risk factors to insure them against future lawsuits. In 
particular, it is reasonable to presume that competent lawyers, themselves 
insulated from legal liability, might allow an issuer to be more aggressive in 
the prospectus.



Table 10 shows that higher-quality experts are not any different in how 
many risk factors are reported in the prospectus on average. Firms that pay 
high underwriter or auditor compensation tend to also display more caution 
in the prospectus (or tend to be intrinsically riskier firms, a less likely 
hypothesis). And firms with a lower price tend to indicate more risk factors, 
more likely because they are intrinsically riskier, less so because they are 
more cautious.

 [*591]

TABLE 9

AVERAGE IPO UNDERPRICING BY PROSPECTUS CAUTION AND EXPERT 
COMPENSATION

A. UNDERWRITERS

B. AUDITORS



C. LAWYERS



 [*592]  TABLE 10

DETERMINANTS OF PROSPECTUS CAUTION (LOG OF THE NUMBER OF RISK 
FACTORS)







 [*593] G. Interpreting Risk Proxies' and Other Independent Variables' 

Coefficients

We mentioned in Section IID above that one can assess theories by seeing 
how the addition of more size controls changes the direction of a variable. 
In particular, Table 4 shows that some variables are more sensitive to firm 
size controls than others. The sensitivity of 1/op in the underpricing 
regression to inclusion/exclusion of offering and firm size proxies, noted 

earlier, is not too surprising, given its high correlation with the first-step 
variables. We now discuss the results of unreported regressions without any 
size/scale controls (either firm size or offering size) or even year/industry 
controls.

Table 11 shows that most independent variables are not very sensitive to 
the omission of all size controls and other expert compensation (which can 
proxy for size). The exceptions are now described. Without size/scale 
controls, underwriter market share predicts underwriter compensation 
negatively, reflecting the economies of scale in underwriting. Without size 
adjustments, (larger) firms with higher-quality underwriters pay a lower 
spread. Other relations between issuer expenses and underwriter quality 
retain their sign; in particular, the new positive correlation between IPO 



underpricing and higher-quality underwriter is stable even if size controls 
are omitted. Similarly, the relation between issuer expenses and other 
experts' qualities remains stable.

As to our risk proxies, we are interested to see if better scale controls tilt 
the reported relation between risk and expert compensation/underpricing 
toward a negative one. Without controls, the coefficient estimate of the log 
of the risk factors in the prospectus indeed increases to about 21 (with 

controls [wc] = 13.6), in the lawyer compensation regression to about 24 
(wc = 5), and in the IPO underpricing regression to about 7.6 (wc = 4.6); 
but it decreases in the auditor compensation regression to about 23 (wc = 
30). Adding to the evidence that the log of the number of listed risk factors 
is significant in the IPO underpricing regression, the underwriter, auditor, 
and perhaps the small-firm law firm compensation regressions, we find that 
the first three coefficient changes are consistent with a scenario in which 
issuers signal risk with the number of risk factors in the prospectus because 
indicating more risks decreases the necessary expert compensation/IPO 
underpricing, but the positive relation arises from the fact that firms with 
more risk factors in the prospectus are also sufficiently riskier to increase 
the required compensation. Overall, our estimated coefficients, our 
coefficient changes, and the evidence from the 1980s suggest that the 
number of risk factors in the prospectus positively correlates with expert 
and investor compensation.  [*594]   [*595]  But the perception of the firm 

conveyed by more risk factors empirically dominates the caution/insurance 
more printed risks and uses provides.

TABLE 11

DETERMINANTS OF ISSUER EXPENSES WITHOUT SIZE/SCALE CONTROLS





In our earlier regressions, uses of proceeds--our second measure of 
"liability insurance"--is sometimes positive, sometimes negative, sometimes 
insignificant. Inside retention tended to be insignificant or significant only 
for a subsample of firms, except in the law firm regression. This is either a 
statistical or time-period anomaly, or it indicates that law firms are the only 
experts that are skeptical when the issuers try to leave their firms. Without 
size/scale controls, the coefficient estimate of the log of the number of 
possible uses of proceeds in the prospectus increases in the underwriter 

compensation regression to about 19 (wc = 8.7), and in the IPO 
underpricing regression to about 4.3 (wc = 2.1), but it decreases in the 
auditor and lawyer compensation regressions to -27 (wc = -19.7) and -10 
(wc = 28.7), respectively. Similarly, the coefficient estimate of inside 
retention increases in the underwriter compensation regression to 0.15 (wc 
= 0.002), and the IPO underpricing regression to 0.60 (wc = 0.04), but 
decreases in the auditor and lawyer compensation regressions to -0.16 (wc 
= 0.3) and -1.3 (wc = -0.84), respectively. Thus, we would be hesitant to 
attribute too much of a risk interpretation to either the log of uses in the 
prospectus or inside retention.

Without size/scale controls, the most dramatic changes of any variable 
appear on the 1/op coefficients. It correlates highly with offering size, and 
thus its coefficient, although almost always statistically significant, tends to 
be sensitive to specification. Without very careful control for size/scale, 

coefficient estimates on 1/op are likely to pick up the linear or nonlinear 
component of size in issuer expense regressions. Under a Brennan-Hughes 
hypothesis, where a lower price signals more quality through more 
subsequent analyst coverage, we would have expected to find better 
controls to reduce its coefficient. In the underwriter regression, the 
coefficient estimate increases to 1,326 (wc = 844), and the IPO 
underpricing regression to -47 (wc = -97), and decreases in the lawyer and 
auditor compensation regressions to -571 (wc = 34) and to -811 (wc = 
199), respectively. Again, the direction of these changes is too inconclusive 
to consider 1/op to be a generic signal of risk. Overall, the reciprocal of the 
offering price does not carry the same information it carried in the 1980s, 
possibly due to the regulatory reforms. One view of the role of offering price 
is that the offering price is just "too cheap" a signal to be reliable. Another 
is that the regulatory elimination of penny stocks has robbed offer price of 
its ability to reliably signal "junk" to sophisticated investors.

V. SUMMARY



Our article has set out to examine how experts in general and lawyers in 
particular are compensated in initial public offerings. Initial public offerings 
 [*596]  are unique in that all participating lawyers have to disclose their 
compensation. In this sense, it is probably the only truly comprehensive 
source of law-firm compensation in any market. In examining underwriters', 
auditors', and lawyers' compensation (plus first-day investors' 
compensation), this article proposed a mutually comparable time-weighted 

moving-window ranking of experts based on market participation and 
attempted to control systematically for firm scale, age, industry, and year. 
And, unlike earlier studies that have used data from the late 1970s and 
1980s, our study examines offerings from the 1990s.

What have we learned about the role of the lawyer? We know that the 
lawyer's role has changed from the early eighties, where lawyer 
compensation was almost independent of economic risk proxies and (our 
then, albeit poorly measured) own lawyer quality. Further, in the 1980s, 
lawyer compensation made very little difference as to the compensation of 
other experts or IPO underpricing. In the 1990s, there are interesting 
relations: High-quality lawyers charged significantly more (size-adjusted). 
Among smaller firms, there is a strong negative influence of lawyer 
quality/compensation on percentage underwriter compensation: high-
quality lawyers allow issuers to pay less to their underwriters. Well-paid 

lawyers further reduce IPO underpricing and underwriter percentage 
compensation for small issuers. (Paying lawyers and paying underwriters 
appear to be substitutes.) Either law services help the issuer in 
negotiations, or they provide quality assurance to the underwriter. Despite 
their insulation from legal liability, lawyer compensation itself is related to 
risk proxies: riskier offerings (more uses of proceeds and [when other 
expert compensation is not included] also more risk factors) pay more, and 
insiders who retain more shares pay less (and there is some evidence that 
firms with low-nominal offer price pay more to their lawyers, too).

What have we learned about the determinants of other experts' 
compensation? In both sample periods, we know that underwriter 
compensation is primarily a function of the offering size and that higher-
quality underwriters are better compensated (percentage-wise) than lower-
quality underwriters. (As we already mentioned, for small firms, paying 

lawyers more reduces underwriter compensation--lawyer services can 
assure issuer quality to the underwriter, or substitute for underwriter 
services, or help issuers negotiate with their underwriters.) We know that 
offerings which indicate more risks and proceed uses (and signal with a 
lower price) pay more to their underwriters. We also know that lawyer and 
auditor compensation are strong strategic complements. But there are also 



important differences from the 1980s, especially for auditors (and lawyers): 
we no longer find a systematic relation between legal risk and auditor 
compensation. Indeed, auditor compensation, although still highly 
correlated with lawyer compensation, is a  [*597]  mystery in the 1990s: 
we cannot even reliably detect a quality premium in auditor compensation! 
This is probably because the market has come to be dominated almost 
exclusively by Big 6 auditors, across whom there is virtually no quality 
difference. So, we find that firm size/required work remains the most and 

perhaps only reliable determinant of auditor compensation.  

Yet our biggest surprises came where we least expected them: the strong 
negative relations between IPO underpricing on the one hand and either 
underwriter quality or offering price on the other, as documented 
prominently in earlier literature from the 1980s, have reversed in our early 
1990s sample. As to stable influences on IPO underpricing, high-quality 
auditors in both sample periods reduced IPO underpricing. Economically 
intuitive, legal risk factors in the prospectus are now (in the 1990s) more 
positively related to underpricing, indicating that first-day investors must be 
compensated for accepting more firm caution. Finally, we found that firms 
which have the odd combination of high unusual payments to their 
underwriters and an unusually low number of described risks in the IPO 
prospectus are more underpriced on average. This is consistent with an 
efficient market that reacts skeptically when underwriters are unusually 

aggressive.

APPENDIX A

HYPOTHESIS ON FIRST-STEP REGRESSIONS

We use the following variables as control variables, partially to adjust for ex 
ante perceptions, partially because we want to first separate out scale 
variables, and partially because we want to make sure that our results do 
not derive from multicollin-earity between their effects and our risk effects. 
By using these variables in a first-stage regression, we discriminate against

our risk variables used in the second-stage regressions. (Explanatory power 
common to both risk and control variables is thus attributed only to our 
control variables.)

Firm Size and Sales. These two variables, not surprisingly, correlate well 
with offering size but are "relatively" exogenous to the offering. (Offering 
size is clearly endogenous.) A smaller offering size reduces the maximum 
penalties under the Securities Act of 1933 n84 and thus trades off proceeds 
and future liability one to one. Further, firm size controls for the effort level 
of IPO experts. Because it is alleged that larger clients are more difficult to 



audit (that is, it is more difficult to gain confirmation of accounts receivable, 
observation of inventories, and attestation to the "fairness" of the annual 
report), it has been argued that firm size is positively related to auditor 
compensation. n85 Analogously, underwriters and lawyers effort levels may 
be captured by firm size.

Firm Age. Firm age controls for the information that investors might have 
collected about the firm.

Year and Industry. Initial public offering year and industry indicator 
variables  [*598]  control for "hot issue" markets. n86 Because "hot issue" 
markets are likely to induce unexpected excess demand for expert services, 
we control for this influence with industry and year dummies. Offering size 
is an endogenous choice, but not one about which we can offer many 
hypotheses. Scale is just too ubiquitous a variable. Consequently, we 
decided not to use offering size in the first stage, but we did include offering 
size and its log (both the raw sizes and a first-stage regression adjusted 
measure) in all regressions.

APPENDIX B

ILLUSTRATION OF TWO-STAGE REGRESSION USEFULNESS

A few simple equations can illustrate this procedure. Assume a theory 
suggests that x is an independent variable (for example, the number of risk 
factors in the prospectus) assumed to influence y (for example, underwriter 
compensation), and let z be a third variable (for example, ex ante 
perception [or offer scale]), correlated with both x and y in a fashion that it 
has to be held constant to detect the theory's influence of x on y:

y = [alpha] + [beta] x + [gamma] z + [epsilon].   (B1)

Taking expectations with respect to z, and assuming that E([epsilon]) = 
E([epsilon]/z) = 0, we find that

E(y z) = [alpha] + [beta] E(x z) + [gamma] E(z z).   (B2)

Subtracting the two equations, and noting that E(z z) = z, the theory 

suggests

[y - E(y z)] = [beta] [x - E(x z)] + [epsilon].   (B3)

Running a regression of unexpected x (given z) on unexpected y (given z) is 
thus valid if the theory is correct. However, the opposite is not the case 



because a regression in differences could possibly fail if the theory were 
incorrect. n87

An important part of this procedure is the selection of proper instruments, z.
Fortunately, the cost of our procedure is relatively low: if the z variables are 
irrelevant, E(y z) [approximately] E(y), and our second-stage regressions 
reduce to the standard one-stage regressions. Equivalently, our two-stage 
procedure can be interpreted as a simple allocation of the explanatory 

power that is common to both x and z to the "control variables" z alone, 
with residual x explaining only the residual in stage 2.

Furthermore, it is possible that there might be an interaction term so that 
the theory predicts a relation

y = [alpha] + [beta] x + [gamma] z + [delta] xf(z) + [epsilon],   (B4)

where f(z) is an as-of-yet unspecified transformation of z. For example, one 
might expect that, for very low risk firms (z), an x such as underwriter type 
might have a stronger influence on IPO underpricing, y. Such a relation 
would indicate not only a positive [beta] but also a positive [delta]. Taking 
expectations and subtracting in a procedure analogous to that above yields

 [*599]  [y - E(y z)] = [beta] [x - E(x z)] + [delta] f(z)[x - E(x z)] + 

[epsilon].   (B5)

Unfortunately, the intuition for such cross relations is not straightforward. 
Consider, however, a transformation, f(z), that takes k discrete values. In 
this case, equation (B5) can be equivalently run in k simpler bivariate 
regressions, where [beta] + [delta] [f(z) = k] is the coefficient in

[y - E(y z)] = [[beta] + [delta] [f(z) = k]] [x - E(x z)] + [epsilon].   (B6)

We therefore also split up our sample based on three of our z (ex ante 
perception) measures, specifically according to the first principal component 
of the log of age, the log of firm sales, and the log of firm assets, our three 
ex ante variables for which we have specific directional priors (older, larger 
firms are likely to be less risky). n88

Nevertheless, the reader must be warned: many of our empirical findings 
are consistent only with joint hypotheses that perception z is held constant 
or works in a direction congruent with the influence of x and y. In the above 
example, although we predict that reduced liability should have a negative 
influence of more risk factors on underwriter compensation, we must point 
out that the finding of a positive association would argue that underwriters 



might have a different perception of firms with more risk, even when risk 
factors reduce underwriter liability. Indeed, the number of risk factors 

themselves might change underwriter perception.

GRAPHIC:

FIGURE 1.--Percentage of firm-commitment initial public offerings with offer 
prices below $ 1 and $ 5. When there were fewer than 50 offerings in 1 
month, offerings were counted into the next month. American Depository 

Receipts, unit offerings, and closed-end fund offerings were excluded.
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